
hard•ware hack•a•thon, noun:

AA hardware hackathon is a weekend-long event where teams of various 
majors design and develop a project that has the potential to turn into a 
marketable product. Most hackathons have a heavy emphasis on software 
and coding. IDEA Hacks provides the opportunity to bridge the gap 
between the two, with this year having an emphasis on Sports Technology. 
IDEA Hacks seeks to inspire makers, engineers, and entrepreneurs alike to 
develop the next generation technology that will build our tomorrow.

After eating more healthily during the event, we 
sent out a survey and student participants found 
that they were able to concentrate more, think 
more clearly, had more energy, and enjoyed the 
snacks as well!

Snacking Habits of Participants at night:
47.6%
Ate unhealthy snacks

14.3%
Did not snack

28.6%
Ate healthy and 
unhealthy snacks

9.5%
Ate healthy snacks

221
Students

results:

why?

WhileWhile this is a 36-hour event focusing on building technical skills, we want 
students to be health-conscious. Many university students partake in 
unhealthy habits, such as staying up late, eating unhealthy snacks and 
prolonged sitting. With this year’s theme, Sports Technology, we want 
participants to be active while working on their projects, whether that be 
tracking a frisbee or testing a prototype by running. We hope that providing 
healthy snacks during a stressful event, as well as giving students spaces to 
be active or to sleep, we will instill a healthier mentality in students.be active or to sleep, we will instill a healthier mentality in students.
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